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Chapter 1 : Watch Dr. Who and the Daleks () on FlixTor
Who in an Exciting Adventure with the Daleks and is one of the only Doctor Who book releases to use the technically
incorrect "Dr. Who" name abbreviation. Who" name abbreviation. The edition by Avon Books was the first American
edition of a Doctor Who book, predating a later series of American novelisation editions by nearly a decade.

The original Target cover; Title: The Daleks video release title Written by: David Whitaker Published in:
Three through Six Last time , we talked about how David Whitaker opened his novelization of The Daleks
with two original chapters, adding a non-canonical origin story for Ian and Barbara. This means that the actual
text of the seven televised episodes of The Daleks are confined only to the back eight chapters of the
novelization. As with the first two chapters, the rest of the book is quite well written. For one thing, just about
all the Target books excepting those written by Donald Cotton about 20 years after this one would come to be
written in the third person. Also, a significant number of the Target books were 12 chapters long deviating
most typically for six-part or longer stories , with the TV cliffhangers located roughly every three chapters.
But David Whitaker here has no such mold to follow or break. In fact, this book pretty much eschews the
cliffhangers altogether. With Ian as the narrator, the book does resemble the televised version in terms of plot
breakdown, but much less so in terms of scene-by-scene action and dialogue. And, yes, when I was 11 or 12, I
wrote that cliffhanger into my copy of the book in pencil. Except that the planet is not called Skaro here.
Whitaker leaves it nameless. The Episodes Three and Four material fly by in print at double-speed, because
Whitaker has again excised all non-Ian scenes. Any material from TV featuring the Thals earnestly discussing
their future with one another, or featuring the Daleks monotonously plotting and scheming against the
TARDIS crew, is gone here. In place of that, we get some unexpected angst. On TV, Ian helps the travelers
escape from their prison cell, and then sends them off to safety while he unsuccessfully tries to prevent the
Dalek ambush of the surviving Thals. In the book, however, Barbara is infuriated by how Ian dismisses her,
and spends most of the rest of the book in a blind fury at him. This puts Ian in the awkward position of
spending the second half of the book wondering just why Barbara is so angry. There are two other major
deviations from the televised material. First, this version of the Doctor lacks a lot of the mannerisms which
William Hartnell brought to the part. On TV, Nation had the Daleks as descending from the race of Dals, who
were said to have been benevolent philosopher-kings before the war. Two years after the publication of this
book, he would be recycling that title. And very effectively, tooâ€¦ Next Time:
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Chapter 2 : Doctor Who and the Daleks @ The TARDIS Library (Doctor Who books, DVDs, videos & audio
Doctor Who In an Exciting Adventure With the Daleks [David Whitaker] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. One man stands against the mutant minds and bodies of an incredible space monster!

He insists they explore a futuristic city they spot beyond the forest, but Ian Chesterton and Barbara Wright are
not convinced. The Doctor claims the fluid link of the TARDIS is running low on mercury a ruse he later
admits to , forcing the crew to travel to the city in search of more mercury. Barbara becomes separated from
her colleagues in the city and is threatened by an unseen creature with a metal arm. Before long, the entire
crew is captured by unseen creatures operating tank-like machines, the Daleks. Susan encounters a second
species, the Thals , who used to be at war with the Daleks. The Thal who left the drugs reveals he encountered
her in the forest. Susan attempts to broker peace between the two groups, and while it appears to work, the
Daleks eventually betray the Thals, opening fire on them at what was supposed to be a peaceful exchange of
food. The Daleks attempt using the anti-radiation drugs, but discover that they are fatal to Daleks. They
conclude that Daleks need radiation to survive and decide to bombard the atmosphere with more radiation. In
the ensuing chaos, the Doctor and his companions escape with the Thals, and learn their version of the history
of their planet. They also learn that the Thals are avowed pacifists. They are unable to leave Skaro , however,
as the fluid link has been taken by the Daleks. In order to save them from the Daleks, the TARDIS crew
convinces the Thals of the importance of aggression and warfare, and manages to lead the Thals in a
successful attack against the Daleks. At the end, it is believed the Dalek race has been destroyed when their
power supply is knocked out. Production[ edit ] Conception and writing[ edit ] The second serial of Doctor
Who was always planned to be futuristic, due to the historical nature of the first serial, An Unearthly Child. In
July , the serial was titled Doctor Who and the Robots, to be written by Anthony Coburn and directed by Rex
Tucker ; [4] the latter was also set to direct the fourth serial, Doctor Who and the Mutants, for which script
editor David Whitaker commissioned comedy writer Terry Nation on 31 July, impressed by his work in the
science-fiction series Out of This World. Due to other sudden commitments, Nation quickly wrote the scripts
for the serial at the rate of one per day. Barry would direct the early episodes of the serial, and Martin would
trail him to gain more experience. It was decided that the designs should be more comfortable for the actors,
allowing them to be seated. The design was refined to fit over a small tricycle, and the arms were moved
further down to allow the operator to see out of a metal gauze above the midriff. Lights were added to the
dome to indicate which Dalek was speaking, as suggested by Barry. It stood at four-foot six-inches, allowing a
small seated actor inside. However, he later admitted that this was a story for the press, and that he had just
made up the name. About twenty minutes of music was used in the serial. Virginia Wetherell was cast as the
female Thal named Dyoni, having previously worked with Martin. Dinsdale Landen was chosen to play
Ganatus, but production date changes forced him to drop out of the serial; he was replaced by Philip Bond ,
with whom Barry had worked on No Cloak â€” No Dagger. Two samples were provided: While Barry enjoyed
these methods, the BBC opted to develop its own method to achieve a similar effect, as some of the Dalek
speech was required in studio during production. Some of the Dalek dialogue was pre-recorded on 13
November by Hawkins and Graham, portraying the higher-pitched "Dalek One" and lower-pitched "Dalek
Two", respectively. The episode was re-recorded on 6 December, pushing the weekly recordings of episodes
4â€”7 back by one week.
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Chapter 3 : Doctor Who and The TARDIS (Timelord And Related Data In Splunk)
Doctor Who In An Exciting Adventure With The Daleks. ARMADA EDITION. The story from the beginning! Here is the
exciting adventure of Dr. Who, Susan, Barbara, Ian, from the moment they meet one foggy autumn night on a lonely
common beside a Police Box (Ah, but what a curious Police Box!) to the time they encounter the weird Daleks.

The opening deviates greatly in that Ian and Barbara have never met each other. Ian has never met the Doctor
or Susan prior to the events of the story, thereby ignoring the events of An Unearthly Child. The novelisation
of An Unearthly Child would not be published until The first two chapters are a brief account of An
Unearthly Child. The meeting in the junkyard changes to a car crash on Barnes Common. Susan was being
personally tutored by Barbara. Susan wrote a thirty page essay on Robespierre. A Dalek is described as having
some emotion in its voice. Susan Foreman is referred to by the name "Susan English". Ian is not trapped inside
the Dalek casing, and escapes with ease long before the Daleks can cut through the door to the lift. A Dalek
leader inside a transparent casing appears. An actual Glass Dalek appeared in the television story Revelation
of the Daleks. Salthyana is a female who says Kristas will propose to her the next day. Ratanda is a drink
made by the Thals. Story notes Edit This novel established the practice, later followed for a time by Target
Books, of assigning titles to novelisations that differed from the broadcast teleplays. Internal illustrations were
by Arnold Schwartzman. Writing and publishing notes Edit Doctor Who in an Exciting Adventure with the
Daleks came out before any Doctor Who-based book, fiction or nonfiction. It was first published in hardback
by Frederick Muller Ltd on 12 November at a price of 12s 6d. It quickly sold out of the first 20, copies and
was reprinted in December The name Doctor Who appeared very prominently on the first printing, with the
rest of the title more of an afterthought. This was the first Doctor Who novel to be published in paperback.
This edition uses the variant title Dr. Who in an Exciting Adventure with the Daleks and is one of the only
Doctor Who book releases to use the technically incorrect "Dr. The edition by Avon Books was the first
American edition of a Doctor Who book, predating a later series of American novelisation editions by nearly a
decade. It was reprinted as the first title in the new range of Doctor Who novelisations planned by Target
Books. The hardback edition illustrations were retained. For the first time in nearly twenty years, the book was
re-released with the Target cover in paperback by BBC Books on 7 July An introduction by writer Neil
Gaiman was included and the title of the book reverted to Doctor Who and the Daleks. Legacy of Yesteryear
onward.
Chapter 4 : Editions of Doctor Who and the Daleks by David Whitaker
Doctor Who in an exciting adventure with the Daleks; based on the B.B.C. television serial by Terry Nation, by
arrangement with the B.B.C [David Whitaker] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Chapter 5 : List of Doctor Who novelisations - Wikipedia
Doctor Who in an Exciting Adventure with the Daleks is a novelisation by David Whitaker of the television serial The
Daleks. It was originally published by Frederick Muller in The text itself has been re-published by a number of publishers
and under various imprints.

Chapter 6 : Watch Daleks' Invasion Earth: A.D. () on FlixTor
This is Doctor Who's first exciting adventure with the Daleks! Ian Chesterton and Barbara Wright travel with the
mysterious Doctor Who and his granddaughter, Susan, to the planet of Skaro in the space-time machine, the TARDIS.
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Chapter 7 : What is the first 'Doctor Who' book called and who was the author
This is DOCTOR WHO's first exciting adventure â€” with the Daleks! Ian Chesterton and Barbara Wright travel with the
mysterious DOCTOR WHO and his grand-daughter, Susan, to the planet of Skaro in the space-time machine, Tardis.

Chapter 8 : The Daleks - Wikipedia
Dr Who in an Exciting Adventure with the Daleks (or Doctor Who and the Daleks if you prefer) is a novelisation of the
second Who adventure, The Daleks (/4; it also shares its story with the first Doctor Who movie, Doctor Who and the
Daleks, , starring Peter Cushing keep up at the back), but it's actually presented as if it's the.

Chapter 9 : Doctor Who and the Daleks by David Whitaker
The Daleks (also known as The Mutants and The Dead Planet) is the second serial in the British science fiction
television series Doctor Who, which was first broadcast on BBC TV in seven weekly parts from 21 December to 1
February
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